
Rediscovering the seal of Margerie Prioress of Holystone 

Since first meeting Annie Telfer in 1956 when she introduced me to the 
Dixon brothers book, Upper Coquetdale.  I have enjoyed reading it time 
and time again and on page 276 is written a description of the Holystone 
Seal, with Errata no 4 making a correction. 

When our long term friend, Annie Telfer’s daughter Nancy and her 
husband Frank Moscrop retired, they moved into a modern bungalow 
called Holystone Priory situated beside the ancient little church at 
Holystone. In 2004, Nancy was showing Sheila and myself around the 
church when I mentioned to her the reference by Dippie Dixon of a 
Holystone Priory Seal. Did she know anything about it? She said she had 
never heard of a Holystone Seal so I started to make enquires at the 
Woodhorn County Archives.  

My searches produced little other than references to Berwick and 
Norham but not a hint of where I might find the wax impression of the 
seal. So the idea regrettably gathered dust upon the bottom shelves of 
my mind. 

In 2015 I read in the Upper Coquetdale Archaeological Group’s 
newsletter that they had been excavating Holystone Priory’s foundations. 
This prompted me to suggest to David Jones that it might be a kind 
gesture if we were to present the Community of Holystone with a 
reproduction of the Holystone Priory Seal -  if it could be found.  

To confirm that I was not entirely mad, I emailed David page 276 of 
Upper Coquetdale which contained the Seal’s description by Joseph Bain. 
David’s response was immediate and enthusiastic. With his renowned 
computer research skills, he quickly directed me to the Kew National 
Archives where there is a collection of seals and a catalogue number for 
The Ragman Rolls. A fragment is all that remains of this King Edward 1 
parchment, where fourteen Nobles signified their allegiance to the 
English Crown in 1296 at Norham in the County of Berwickshire. 

At Kew, I was presented with a grey box containing the 
remaining bottom few lines of this document with 
fourteen tiny green wax seal impressions supported by 
the five strings. There among them was a tiny seal 
answering Bain’s description. Realising conventional 
photographic practice would not do, I set my camera to 
its highest digital range and proceeded to copy this seal 



at an angle of about 10* from the vertical from four directions, north, 
south, east and west. By turning the box of seals each time, I was able 
to record the light reflecting at the complimentary angle. Hopefully this 
would give me four options with which to interpret what secrets the seal 
held, which later turned out to be very useful. That night, well after 
midnight I emailed the pictures to David.  

The first thing was to try to decipher the very vague and confusing 
lettering that includes three unusual ligatures. I soon realised that the 
wording was at odds with Bain’s interpretation.  

In all it was well over two months before, with David’s help the Latin was 
translated and with a second opinion from Sister Claire of the Franciscan 
Study Centre in Canterbury, it was agreed that this was an appropriate 
understanding. 

The lettering is similar to the Medieval script capital letters that had been 
used for centuries. The letters identified were SVCVRRE?ARIE???
ARGERI??ILI and with six question marks replaced with appropriate 
letters, it read SVCVRREMARIETVMARGERIEFILI. Despite the unusual 
spelling, the Medieval Latin translated as “Mary, help your child 
Margerie”.  

So we now have an inscription, with Mary and Jesus sitting in an Early 
English style arch similar to an arch at the nearby, slightly later 
Brinkburn Priory. Above this arch is a Church with a centrally spired 
tower and strange additional structures to left and right. At the bottom 
of the seal is a Nun praying, presumably Margerie. But what were those 
funny looking animal legs below Mary’s thigh? Google Images produced a 
host of paintings both ancient and modern showing Mary breast feeding 
Jesus with the lamb close by, occasionally embraced by Mary. So now I 
can see this is the Sacrificial Lamb.  

Also, there is a drop of wax that just could not possibly be a pigeon on 
the church roof. However, closer investigation produced the image of a 
dove, The Holy Spirit, perched at the right, east end of the Church. That 
strange structure at the east end of the Church must therefore represent 
an Apse or Chancel within which would be the Altar. So at the opposite, 
west end of the church would be either a Galilee (as at Durham) a 
Narthex or a Porch. 

Closer inspection revealed that the Nun Margerie is not praying. She is 
actually presenting Mary with lilies, as is the common convention to be 
seen on many paintings of similar situations. 



Then, there is an odd shape under the lamb’s front leg that looks like a 
tiny plant growing from Mary’s heel. My list of flowers associated with 
Mary includes the Columbine which apparently sprang from Mary’s 
footprint - or so the story goes. 

Mary’s head was another problem as the points of her crown suggested 
that she must be looking down and half way towards the viewer. This did 
not sit happily with what detail there was of her face. Viewed at long 
distance she appeared to be in profile. The Crown just would not fit 
Mary’s head until I investigated different types of crowns that had the 
tall central feature similar to the British Crown. That thankfully resolved 
the relationship of the Crown and the face in profile. 

Jesus’s face and Crown was another headache, as he appeared on the 
seal to be a very old man. Closer investigation revealed other faint 
features in the wax from which could be discerned a young child wearing 
a small crown. 

A very enlarged photo of the seal was laying sideways on my bench and 
a passing glance from my peripheral vision made me look closer. There, 
very clearly, was an eagle perched on the bottom limb of the last E of 
MARGERIE, with its rump and tail covering the upper part of the F of 
FILI.  Why?    This time David thinks I really have lost the plot but it still 
looks like an eagle however hard I try not to see it. 

Returning to Google again, research showed that the eagle is the symbol 
of St. John the Evangelist. John, meaning “beloved”. According to the 
Celtic tradition he was closest to God, as at the Last Supper he lent 
across Jesus and heard God’s heart but after the Synod of Whitby in 664 
where the Roman tradition won the day, Peter and Paul were established 
as the senior disciples since Paul (who is possibly buried under the 
Vatican) holds the all-important “Keys to Heaven”. This was persuasive 
information to an about to be converted King, but I think not relevant to 
this eagle. 

Sister Clare pointed out: In the thirteenth century, the greatest influence 
on western Christianity was the German philosopher/theologian Albertus 
Magnus 1200 – 1280. He states “the eagle symbolises Mary. Mary is 
q u e e n o f a n g e l s , c o n t e m p l a t i v e s a n d v i r g i n s . ”                                                                           
This is quite appropriate for the Nuns of a Priory dedicated to Mary. 

According to Early Christian tradition the Eagle soared highest of all the 
birds therefor closest to Heaven. It was able to look straight into the sun 
as only God could. When old, it would renew itself (born again) by flying 



to the sun to burn off the scales from its eyes and singe its feathers 
before plunging three times into a pure spring or fountain.  

Coincidentally, here at Holystone is the sacred spring where Paulinus or 
one of his assistants (perhaps John) is reputed to have baptised 3000 
persons on Easter Day 627 AD. However, Paulinus was at York on this 
day where earlier, having converted King Edwin to Christianity he was 
now able to marry Edwin to Ethelburger the Christian princess from 
Kent. It is possible that the Baptism of the 3000 at Holystone was in 
celebration of this Royal Wedding. 

The most convincing evidence for the relationship of the eagle with 
MARGERIE and FILI is from the Old Testament. Moses teaches the 
Israelites that the Eagle represents God. Deuteronomy 32:11 “As an 
eagle stirreth up her nest, fluttereth over her young, spreadeth abroad 
her wings and taketh them, beareth them on her wings.” (King James 
Bible).  

This biblical quotation echoes Margerie’s plea for Mary to intercede on 
her behalf for God’s help in caring for the children (FILI). As to the 
position of this eagle’s superimposition upon the text, it is a symbol for 
God on the nest caring for her young. I wonder, could this feminine 
feature be a lingering trace of early Gnosticism as in “Sophia”, feminine 
Wisdom”?  

The full meaning of the eagle’s appearance on this seal is difficult to 
define. However, it must be admitted that the eagle’s inclusion here is 
justified as it was one of the most important symbols in Medieval 
Christianity. 

The question now is, who was Margerie? Was she signing allegiance to 
Edward I on behalf of the lands possessed by the Holystone Priory? If so 
Holystone Priory must have been a very wealthy establishment. Or was 
she in fact Marjorie de Horsley, (also Prioress of Holystone who died in 
1342) and was signing on behalf of the de Horsley family? 

Richard de Horsley held lands from Gilbert de Umfraville and was one of 
the most important Knights of Northumberland under Edward I. Amongst 
the lands the family held was Horsley, Long Horsley and locally rights at 
Alwinton, Linbriggs and just across the Coquet at Farnham. 

My full admiration and respect goes to the goldsmith engraver, for his 
meticulous detailing of this tiny seal, his skill as a craftsman and ability 
as an artist. With my limited experience in masonry and to justify my 
errors, I must resort to the principal, common to both Christianity and 
Islam that “perfection is blasphemy as only God is perfect”. 
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